Veteran photographers:
What does Veteran support look like through your lens?

Shine a light on Veteran strength, and the Veterans Crisis Line

The Images of Strength campaign will feature photographs taken by Veterans that reflect the strength within America’s Veterans—and the support that surrounds them. September is Suicide Prevention Month, and the campaign aims to raise awareness of the Veterans Crisis Line through images that will inspire individuals, families, and organizations to connect with Veterans in their communities.

The most compelling images will be featured as a series published by a high-profile multimedia organization, with captions describing the importance of supporting our nation’s Veterans and how everyone can contribute in ways large and small during Suicide Prevention Month.

Photographers must be able to provide a DD-214 indicating Veteran status or, if on active duty, appropriate documentation and unit command approvals.

Want to participate? Send your portfolio or samples to SpreadtheWord@VeteransCrisisLine.net or call 855-622-3175 for more information.